
Thank You Card Set 
 

 
 
 

To create this card set, you’ll need the Kid At Heart Creative Kit, Summer Bloom & Simple 
Sentiments Clear Stamp Sets, Summer Bloom & Simple Sentiments Cut Files, Simple Title & 
Number Bundle, a variety of PinkFresh Studio Ink, a variety of Distress Oxide Inks and a couple 
of stencils. 
 
The first Thank you Card we will create is the red background one. 
 



 
 

To start, cut a piece of white cardstock that measures 4 ¼” x 4 ¼”. Take the floral stencil out of 
the Fernwood Greenery Stencil and place it on the white cardstock piece. Using a blending tool 
with foam, blend Barn Door Distress Oxide Ink through the stencil as desired. Remove stencil. 
 

 
 

From the Summer Bloom Clear Stamp, you’ll need the cluster of dots. Apply Sweet Mustard Ink 
to the stamp and stamp randomly in amongst the stenciled image as desired. You’ll stamp a 



total of five times and reapply ink to the stamp as needed. Next, you’ll need the single dot from 
the Summer Bloom Clear Stamp.  Using any or all the following colours - Berrylicious, Sweet 
Mustard, Coral Reef, Slumber and Fresh Pear apply the ink to the stamp. You’ll need a total of 
ten dots on the white cardstock piece as desired. Distress the edges of the cardstock piece.  

 

 
 

Choose three patterned papers out of the Kid At Heart Creative Kit. Cut one piece down to 5” x 
5”. Cut the second piece down to 4 ¾” x 4 ¾”. Cut the third piece down to 4 ½” x 4 ½”. Distress 
the edges of all the pieces.  

 

 
 



Choose two of the patterned papers you already used, cut one piece down to 1” x 4”, tear the 
bottom portion on an angle. Cut the second piece down to ¾” x 3 ¾”, tear the bottom portion 
on an angle. Distress the edges of both pieces. 

 

 
 

 
 

From the Simple Sentiments Clear Stamp, you’ll need the Thank You sentiment, dandelion and 
berry branch. Using the Simple Sentiments Cut File, cut out the berry branch, dandelion and 
Thank You sentiment. Apply Coral Reef Ink to the Thank You sentiment and stamp onto the 
coordinating cut cardstock Thank you. Apply Sweet Mustard Ink to the berry branch stamp and 
stamp onto the coordinating cut cardstock berry branch. Apply Slumber Ink to the dandelion 
stamp and stamp onto the coordinating cut cardstock dandelion. 
 



 
 

From the Summer Bloom Clear Stamp, you’ll need the long branch, short branch, and flower 
with six petals. Using the Summer Bloom Cut File, cut out the long branch, short branch, and 
flower with six petals. Apply Coral Reef Ink to the short branch and stamp onto the coordinating 
cut cardstock short branch. Apply Fresh Pear Ink to the long branch stamp and stamp onto the 
coordinating cut cardstock long branch. Apply Berrylicious Ink to the flower with six petals 
stamp and stamp onto the coordinating cut cardstock six petal flower. Apply Sweet Mustard Ink 
to the cluster of dots and stamp in the middle of the six-petal flower. 
 

 



 
Take a blue piece of dotted cardstock and cut out the Number Bundle from the Simple Title & 
Number Bundle. Choose one of the numbers. 
 

 
 

Adhere the 4 ½” patterned paper piece to the 4 ¾” patterned paper piece. Adhere the 4 ¼” 
patterned paper piece to the 4 ½” patterned paper piece. 
 

 
 

Foam square the 4 ¼” cardstock piece to the 4 ½” patterned paper piece. 
 



 
 

Adhere the 1” patterned paper piece 1” from the left and ¼” from the top of the white 
cardstock piece. Adhere the ¾” patterned paper piece 1 ½” from the left and 3/8” from the top 
of the white cardstock piece. Adhere the long and short branch as desired to the top portion of 
the two patterned paper pieces you just adhered. 
 

 
 



Adhere the dandelion slightly over top of the short branch. Adhere the berry branch slightly 
overtop of the long branch. Adhere the number circle at the bottom portion of the berry 
branch. Foam square the flower overtop of where all the branches meet. Use adhesive and 
foam squares to adhere the Thank Sentiment to the right of the flower as desired. 
 

 
 

Cut a cardbase out of white cardstock that measures 5” x 10”, score at 5”. Adhere the cardfront 
to the cardbase. 
 
Now, we will create the other Thank You Card. 
 



 
 

 
Choose three patterned papers out of the Kid At Heart Creative Kit. Cut one piece down to 5” x 
5”. Cut the second piece down to 4 ¾” x 4 ¾”. Cut the third piece down to 4 ½” x 4 ½”. Distress 
the edges of all the pieces.  
 

 



 
 

 
Cut a piece of white cardstock that measures 4 ¼” x 4 ¼”. Take the floral stencil out of the 
Flower Picking 6x6 Stencil and place it on the white cardstock piece. Using a blending tool with 
foam, blend Crushed Olive Distress Oxide Ink through the stencil as desired. Remove stencil. 
From the Summer Bloom Clear Stamp, you’ll need the cluster of dots. Apply Stargazer Ink to the 
stamp and stamp randomly in amongst the stenciled image as desired. You’ll stamp a total of 
five times and reapply ink to the stamp as needed.  Distress the edges of the cardstock piece. 
 
 

 



 
 

From the Simple Sentiments Clear Stamp, you’ll need the Thank You sentiment, and berry 
branch. Using the Simple Sentiments Cut File, cut out the berry branch, and Thank You 
sentiment. Apply Clementine Ink to the Thank You sentiment and stamp onto the coordinating 
cut cardstock Thank you. Apply Fresh Pear Ink to the berry branch stamp and stamp onto the 
coordinating cut cardstock berry branch.  
 

 

 
 

From the Summer Bloom Clear Stamp, you’ll need the long branch, short branch, flower with 
six petals, and the two flowers with fifteen petals. Using the Summer Bloom Cut File, cut out 
the long branch, short branch, flower with six petals and the two flowers with fifteen petals. 
Apply Sweet Mustard Ink to the short branch and stamp onto the coordinating cut cardstock 
short branch. Apply Mermaid Cove Ink to the long branch stamp and stamp onto the 



coordinating cut cardstock long branch. Apply Peach Fuzz Ink to the flower with six petals 
stamp and stamp onto the coordinating cut cardstock six petal flower. Apply Berrylicious Ink to 
one of the fifteen petal flowers and stamp onto the coordinating cut cardstock fifteen petal 
flower.  Apply Clementine Ink to one of the other fifteen petal flowers and stamp onto the 
coordinating cut cardstock fifteen petal flower.  Apply Sweet Mustard Ink to the cluster of dots 
and stamp in the middle of the flower you just stamped. 
 

 
 

Choose two of the number circles that you already cut out of the Simple Title & Number 
Bundle. 

 
 

Adhere the 4 ½” patterned paper piece to the 4 ¾” patterned paper piece. Adhere the 4 ¼” 
patterned paper piece to the 4 ½” patterned paper piece. 
 



 

 
 

Adhere the 4 ¼” cardstock piece to the 4 ½” patterned paper piece. 
 

 
 

Adhere the first number circle ½” from the right and 1 ½” from the bottom of the white 
cardstock piece. Adhere the other number circle 5/8” from the left and ¾” from the bottom of 
the white cardstock piece. Adhere the long branch to the left of the first number circle. 

 



 
 

Adhere the berry branch slightly over top of the second number circle. Adhere the short branch 
1/8” from the bottom and 1 ¾” from the left of the cardstock piece. Use foam squares to adhere 
the red flower overtop of the long branch and first number circle. Foam square the dark orange 
flower 1” from the top and 1” from the left of the white cardstock piece. Use adhesive and foam 
squares to adhere the light orange flower 5/8” from the bottom and 1 ¼” from the left.  

 

 
 

Use adhesive and foam squares to adhere the Thank You sentiment to the bottom right of the 
red and light orange flowers as desired. 

 



 
 

Cut a cardbase out of white cardstock that measures 5” x 10”, score at 5”. Adhere the cardfront 
to the cardbase. 
 

 

 
 

To finish both cards, flick Tarnished Brass Distress Spray on each cardfront using a paintbrush. 
 



 
 

Here are the finished Thank You Cards. 
 

 


